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Golden Girls – CSC gold
32 RMC plants – 3 Cement factories in NL

- People: 342
- Plants: 32
- *Volume (miom³): 1.9
Why – CSC/RSS

- Advanced sustainability policy NL
  - CO2 reduction
  - Circularity
  - Natural capital (Biodiversity)
  - Social capital

- Public and private tenders
  - BREEAM, LEED
  - Public tenders (EMVI)
  - Institutional Investors

- Beton Bewust – RMC industry
  - Operational 2012

- Limit administrative burden
  - ISO9000/ISO14001/ISO18000
  - Etc.
What are essential challenges CSC/RSS

- **Getting started and doing it!**
  - Green field → Beton Bewust
  - Legal framework in countries
  - Using group policies

- **Get recognition from relevant stakeholders**
  - Everybody knows FSC for wood products

- **Involve “Chain of Custody”**
  - Cement (25%)
  - Aggregates and additives (15%)
What is market expectations CSC/RSS

- **Further development of CSC/RSS**
  - Ready mixed concrete
  - Prefab
  - Cement
  - Aggregates
  - Admixtures

- **Essential prerequisite in tenders/projects**
  - Public/private
  - BREEAM/LEED
  - Betonakkoord ("Concrete Agreement")